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I. INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL coding standards have traditionally concentrated on representing moving pictures as a single intrinsic entity and efficiently compressing them as such. MPEG-4 treats moving pictures as an organized collection of visual objects. In this context, an image or a sequence of moving images may be constructed by a composition of one or more independently coded visual objects. The MPEG-4 visual specifications [1] support several types of visual object, amongst which is the VideoObject. The VideoObject may be thought of as a sequence of two-dimensional (2-D) images where each image may have a spatial support of arbitrary shape. A special case of the VideoObject occurs when the spatial support is rectangular in shape and time invariant with respect to size and position. This corresponds to the familiar definition of the video sequence as dealt with by MPEG-2 [2] and H.263 [3] . The general MPEG-4 VideoObject is typified by the fact the object may be of any shape, and furthermore the shape, size, and position of the object may vary from one frame to the next. In terms of its general representation, the VideoObject is composed of three color components (YUV) and an alpha Manuscript received June 1999; revised October 1999. This paper was recommended by Guest Editor F. Pereira.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1051-8215(99)09580-4. component. The alpha component defines the object's shape on an image-by-image basis. Binary objects form the simplest class of object. They are represented by a sequence of binary alpha maps, i.e., 2-D images where each pixel is either black or white. MPEG-4 provides a binary shape only mode for compressing these objects. The compression process is defined exclusively by a binary shape encoder for coding the sequence of alpha maps. Binary objects may be used to implement clickable multimedia objects. Building on the binary object, there is the textured object with binary shape as shown in Fig. 1 , for example. In addition to the sequence of binary alpha maps representing the object shape, the representation comprises the colors of all the pixels within the interior of the object shape. MPEG-4 encodes these objects using a binary shape encoder and then a motion compensated discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based algorithm for the interior texture coding. Finally, it is possible to represent a textured object with gray-level shape. For this object, the alpha map is a gray-level image with 256 possible levels. This gray-level alpha information is used to specify an object's transparency characteristics during the video composition process. MPEG-4 encodes these objects using a binary shape encoder for the support of the alpha map and a motion compensated DCT-based algorithm for the coding of the alpha map and the interior texture. This paper does not discuss grey-level alpha coding in more detail. Those interested should consult [4] .
The compression of arbitrarily shaped video objects is relatively new. The major addition in terms of new technology comes from the need for binary shape compression and the bulk of this paper is devoted to the description of the shape encoding and decoding processes. MPEG-4 makes significant use of conventional intra and interframe texture encoding techniques, as employed within MPEG-2 and H.263. However, since there are many minor adaptations when dealing with objects of arbitrary shape, some attention is devoted to these. Section II discusses the technologies that were evaluated in order to help choose the MPEG-4 binary shape compression algorithm. Section III is a gentle introduction to MPEG-4 shape encoding from the encoder point of view, while Section IV is a more in-depth account of the shape syntax and decoding procedures. Finally, Section V covers several important issues related to the encoding stage, i.e., preprocessing, coding for error resilience, block-based mode decisions, and rate control.
II. SHAPE CODING BACKGROUND
In its search to find a suitable shape coding method, MPEG 1 evaluated and extended many existing technologies. The technologies investigated included contour-based methods and bitmap-based methods. Contour-based methods are based on extracting and coding a description of the closed contour enclosing the shape. In source format, the shape of an object is represented by a binary image where each pixel is either opaque or transparent. Contour-based methods perform a transformation on the source binary image to produce a second binary image where contour pixels residing on the boundary of the shape are distinguished from all other pixels. Prominent contour-based methods include vertex-based coding [5] and chain coding [6] , and they exploit smoothness in the contour trajectory. In contrast to the contour-based approach, bitmap methods are applied directly to the source binary image. Common bitmap-based methods include the modified-READ (MR) method used in fax compression systems [7] and context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE) [8] , a method adopted as part of the JBIG standard [9] for binary image compression. The methods mentioned until now are termed explicit shape encoding methods. There is also one implicit method for shape coding whereby the binary alpha component of the object is actually merged into the YUV components by chroma-keying [10] . That is, pixels that are not part of the object are given a special (distinctive) color. The YUV components are then encoded as normal by the texture encoder. At the decoder, the shape can be recovered by segmenting the decoded YUV pixels based on a knowledge of the special color.
All these methods were evaluated by MPEG within a competitive experimental framework. Each of the techniques was extended or improved in some way to meet the new requirements of MPEG-4 [11] . The extensions mainly concerned the improvement in coding efficiency, the provision of lossy compression where needed, and the provision of intermode compression by motion compensation. The bitmap methods were adapted to work within the conventional blockbased video coding framework, whereas the contour-based methods were not. The implicit chroma-keying method was most compatible with conventional video coding approaches. With regard to selecting a suitable method, the choice came down to four main methods, i.e., two block-based bitmap methods [based on CAE and a modified MR method (MMR)], a vertex-based method, and the chroma-key method.
The strength of the chroma-key method was that it allowed arbitrarily shaped objects to be coded without an explicit shape encoder. The shape encoding was implicit in the texture encoding. While this was an attractive feature of the approach, there were several drawbacks. First, while it was obvious that encoding and decoding complexity was minimized by this method, there was an associated penalty to pay in terms of the complexity of the compositor. In effect, it now became the task of the compositor to recover the object shape by chroma-key segmentation. Second, the approach did not support a simple binary shape only mode. Third, a demonstration of the chromakey technique showed that DCT quantization noise resulted in the chroma-key color's bleeding into the reconstructed object at its edges. This was probably the most decisive argument against the chroma-key method. 2 The syntaxes of the two block-based bitmap methods were identical except for the fact that in one case, coded blocks were compressed by an MMR method [12] , and in the other case, they were compressed by CAE. On the basis of coding efficiency evaluation, CAE was the better method in terms of both intra-and inter-coding [13] , [14] . The MR method is a 2-D coding method that originated from a one-dimensional (1-D) coding method, and despite attempts to improve its 2-D coding performance, it did not outperform CAE with its more natural ability to exploit both 2-D spatial and three-dimensional (3-D) spatio-temporal correlation. The main concern with respect to the block-based CAE method related to the fact that arithmetic encoders and decoders were still not very commonplace in video codecs and the prospective hardware implementation issues were not well known. On the other hand, hardware designers were quite pleased about the fact that the CAE method conformed to the block-based coding model given that all previous video standards employed it and given that the same data structure was to be employed by MPEG-4 for texture coding. The fact that the block-based bitmap methods allowed the shape syntax element to reside within the macroblock layer alongside the texture syntax was a major advantage.
The vertex coding method performed extremely well in the coding efficiency tests, performing a little better than the block-based CAE method for intra-coding and a little worse than the CAE method for inter-coding. On the basis of coding efficiency alone, there was little to choose between the two methods. However, a number of implementationrelated factors conspired against the vertex-based method. The vertex decoder employs a vertex-to-vertex line drawing algorithm to reconstruct the contour in memory and then a filling algorithm to fill the contour in memory. Hardware designers expressed concern about the possibility of making efficient usage of available memory bandwidth, 3 especially when carrying out the line-drawing function. This is due to the fact that the memory address patterns are highly irregular, and as such, efficient burst-mode memory accesses cannot be used. In addition, the vertex-based decoding algorithm is highly sequential in nature and does not easily lend itself to efficient pipelined implementation. For example, the contour is normally reconstructed in full before the contour is filled.
In contrast, the block-based methods of CAE/MMR are much simpler from an implementation point of view. They imply the following decoding steps for each macroblock:
• decode the mode and motion vector information;
• read the motion compensated block from memory;
• write the decoded block to memory (after CAE decoding). Because data are accessed on a regular block-by-block basis, the layout of data in memory can be easily organized to reduce page breaks and thus make more efficient use of the available memory bandwidth. In addition, the decoding algorithm involves carrying out the same basic set of operations on each macroblock, one after the other. This allows the decoding algorithm to be implemented within a macroblockbased decoding pipeline similar to the manner in which the motion-compensated DCT decoders are constructed.
In summary, block-based CAE was chosen because it performed well in coding efficiency tests and appeared to be feasible for hardware implementation. The vertex-based methods show great promise from a coding efficiency perspective, and it would be interesting to see further examination of its implementation aspects. It would also be interesting to see how the vertex-based approach might perform within a blockbased framework. Notably, another contour-based approach, i.e., chain coding, when implemented in a block-based fashion [15] has performed comparably with block-based CAE for intramode coding.
III. OVERVIEW OF MPEG-4 BINARY SHAPE ENCODING
This section gives a brief overview of the MPEG-4 binary shape encoding mechanism. Syntactical and algorithmic detail is omitted in this section but is included in the next section, 3 Efficient bandwidth utilization is based on organizing data into pages such that page break overheads are minimized. Page breaks waste memory cycles. and details on encoder implementation choices are covered in Section V.
A. Encoding Principles
The principles used in encoding and decoding the binary alpha component are similar to those used for encoding and decoding YUV data. The first similarity is that the coded binary alpha representation is based on a block-based structure. Just as YUV data are grouped within macroblocks, binary alpha data are grouped within what are called binary alpha blocks (BAB's). Furthermore, these BAB's have the same dimensions as a macroblock, i.e., 16 16 pixels, and in fact, each BAB is collocated with a macroblock. This implies that the compressed syntax elements of the binary alpha representation can reside within the macroblock syntax layer alongside the YUV-related syntax elements. The importance of this point should not be underestimated since the welldeveloped and familiar macroblock syntax layer provides a ready-made vehicle to the support of error resilient, low-delay, and rate-control features.
The second similarity lies in the modes of compression used. A YUV macroblock may be encoded in several different ways and this encoding mode information must be communicated to the decoder. For instance, the macroblock may be intracoded, requiring mainly DCT decoding. Alternatively, it may be intercoded requiring motion compensation and some DCTbased residual decoding. In some cases, the macroblock may even be reconstructed without residual decoding i.e., the socalled not-coded mode. This ability to adapt coding modes on a macroblock-by-macroblock basis is essential for efficient video compression, and it is therefore no surprise to find that similar coding modes exist when dealing with BAB's. The first field of a compressed BAB, i.e., the bab_type, carries the coding mode information. Under the supported modes, a BAB may be intracoded using context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE), it may be intercoded using motion compensation and CAE, or it may merely be reconstructed by motion compensation (without CAE), analogous to the "not-coded" macroblock mode. In summary, both YUV and binary alpha decoding require the use of motion compensation and some method to exploit spatial redundancy, i.e., the inverse DCT in the case of YUV decoding and context-based arithmetic decoding 4 in the case of binary alpha decoding.
The final similarity is that both the YUV macroblock syntax and the BAB syntax allow for the communication of information relating to the decoded quality. When decoding a macroblock, the quality of the reconstruction is highly correlated with the quantizer step size used by the encoder on the DCT coefficients: the larger the step size, the lower the bit rate and the lower the quality. In order to facilitate applications requiring tight control on the encoded bit-rate, some macroblock syntaxes support a situation where each macroblock can have a different quantizer step size. The same functionality is provided by the compressed BAB syntax, whereby a parameter conv_ratio is used to indicate to the decoder that the original 16 16 BAB has been conv_ratio : 1 subsampled by the encoder prior to CAE encoding. This parameter fulfills the same rate-controlling function as the quantizer step size of a macroblock: the larger the subsampling rate, the lower the bit rate and the lower the decoded quality.
In mimicking the principles of the traditional video compression scheme, the MPEG-4 binary alpha representation enables efficient and flexible compression of arbitrarily shaped visual objects. The adopted block-based syntax has allowed compressed BAB's to be blended seamlessly into the traditional video syntax structures. This in turn has eased the path to maintained support for important features such as error-resilient and rate-controlled operation.
B. Encoding Implementation
An arbitrarily shaped object may be enclosed in a rectangular bounding box as shown in Fig. 2 . The bounding box is partitioned into 16 16 blocks, as depicted in Fig. 3 . The binary shape encoder processes the binary shape data within the bounding box on a block-by-block basis. Each binary alpha block is referred to as a BAB. Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the BAB encoder. A BAB may be encoded in many different ways. It is the task of the mode-decision block to choose an efficient encoding method for each BAB and to ensure that the coding mode is communicated to the decoder by means of a variable-length coder (VLC). If all the pixels in a BAB are transparent, then the encoder notes this and a short variable length code is output. Equivalently, if all pixels are opaque, then this is signalled in the bitstream using another short VLC. In interframe coding modes, it is possible to use motion compensation where a BAB may be coded with reference to a suitable prediction BAB from the previously coded frame. In the simplest case, it may be chosen to code the BAB by motion compensation only, i.e., there is no prediction error coding. To facilitate motion compensated coding, the encoder estimates translational motion vectors using the current BAB and the previously coded alpha map stored in the frame store. For BAB's encoded with motion compensation, the encoder transmits the computed motion vector to the decoder. Apart from the simple cases already mentioned, it is generally necessary to employ CAE coding techniques to the BAB pixels. For these so-called coded BAB's, the encoder may decide to encode subsampled versions (i.e., lossy coding) to save bits. If this is the case, then the subsampling factor is encoded into the bitstream. The BAB (subsampled or not) then undergoes context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE). For this, it is necessary to scan the pixels of the BAB in predefined order. The scan may be done in a horizontal or vertical raster order. It is possible to save bits by choosing the appropriate scan order (scan_type) for a given block and the encoder may include a procedure for making this choice. The eventual CAE encoding may be conducted in intramode or intermode using a BAB prediction. Again, it is the encoder's responsibility to choose which is the best CAE mode to apply. Note, CAE encoding introduces no additional loss.
CAE encoding is performed pixel by pixel. At each pixel, a template is formed. The intra and inter templates are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. From the template, a context number is extracted, and this number is used to access a probability table. The accessed probability (the probability that the pixel is zero) and the value of the pixel (1 or 0) are used to drive an arithmetic encoder. The following section contains more details on the templates and how to form the context number. For information on arithmetic encoding, consult [16] .
IV. DETAILED SYNTAX AND DECODING DESCRIPTION
Having discussed the binary shape encoder in general terms, attention is now turned to the specific details of the decod- The two parts of the inter template are shown, with bits c0-c3 coming from the current BAB and spatially related to the pixel to be decoded "?" as indicated, and bits c4-c8 coming from the motion-compensated BAB with c6 fully aligned with "?."
ing process and the syntax used in the compressed shape representation.
A. Setting Up the VOP Decoding Framework
An MPEG-4 visual decoder recognizes several hierarchical layers of syntax. For clarity, the following account shall consider only a simplified 5 syntax hierarchy that defines a VideoObject as a sequence of VideoObjectPlanes (VOP's), where a VOP is defined as a snapshot of the video object taken at a given sample time. A VOP is basically an image, but it is an image represented by four image components, i.e., YUV and alpha. Each VOP may be coded in one of four ways. There is the I-VOP utilizing only intramode techniques, the P-VOP using temporal prediction from past VOP's, the B-VOP using bidirectional temporal prediction from past and future VOP's, and the S-VOP utilizing sprite-based prediction (S-VOP's do not support arbitrarily shaped objects and hence are not mentioned further). The coding type of the VOP is represented by a 2-bit code vop_coding_type located in the VOP header. The decoding of the VOP header fields sets the decoding context for the macroblock layer decoding and the reconstruction of the YUV and alpha components. The following text illustrates the important VOP header fields that affect the decoding of arbitrarily shaped VOP's.
The first point to note is that the size and position of an arbitrarily shaped object is not constant over time. Hence, a bitstream carries this information at the VOP layer. That is, for each VOP, it is necessary to decode the fields listed in Table I .
Together these four fields define the position and size of a bounding box enveloping the VOP as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The vop_width and vop_height fields are in pixel units but really serve to tell the decoder how many macroblocks along the and axes must be decoded to reconstruct the VOP. The width of the VOP in macroblocks is given by (vop_width 15) 16; similarly, the height in macroblocks is given by (vop_height 15) 16 as shown in Fig. 3 . Given this information, a decoder (exploiting dynamic memory management) knows how much memory to allocate for the reconstructed VOP. The other two fields (vop_horizontal_mc_spatial_ref, vop_vertical_mc_spatial_ref) also in pixel units relate to the spatial position of the object in the and dimensions. The spatial reference information is used to position the decoded object in the composition window. In addition, the spatial references are used for decoding purposes; i.e., for motion compensation it is necessary to correctly align the current object relative to the reference object. This is due to the fact that the motion vectors carried in the bitstream are associated with the absolute coordinate system.
In addition to decoding the bounding box parameters, there are two additional fields in the VOP header that must be interpreted. The first field exists in order to support effective error resilient operation. To optimize the shape coding efficiency for P-VOP's, the encoder is permitted to use whatever coding mode is the most efficient for a given BAB, whether that implies intra-or intermode coding. In most cases, BAB's are coded in intermode. However, intermode coding as described in the following subsections is more susceptible to the effects of bitstream errors. Specifically, the effects of desynchonizing errors are not eliminated until the occurrence of the next intracoded VOP. To minimize error propagation in the YUV data, encoders will periodically insert I-VOP's at some "refresh" rate. However, the required intra refresh rate for binary alpha data is generally higher than that of the YUV data. Hence, for error resilient operation, the encoder may insert additional intra refreshes exclusively for the binary alpha information, such that even in a P-VOP where YUV data may be encoded in intermode, the use of intermode shape codes may be disallowed. Since, the bitstream syntaxes of an intramode binary alpha map and an intermode binary alpha map are mutually exclusive, then it is necessary to tell the decoder when there is an intramode alpha map within a P-VOP. This is the function of the 1-bit field called vop_shape_coding_type.
The second field that must be read is called change_conv_ratio_disable. As discussed in the previous subsection, the rate of information generated by a binary alpha encoder may be regulated by the use of BAB subsampling prior to CAE encoding. To facilitate this mechanism, the subsampling ratio (conv_ratio) must be provided within each compressed BAB. This ratio costs at least 1 bit/coded BAB, and this may be disadvantageous in applications that do not call for tight rate regulation on the alpha bit rate. Therefore, the VOP header includes change_conv_ratio_disable to specify whether or not the BAB's in the VOP will carry the subsampling ratio. If this flag indicates that no subsampling ratio is included, then the decoder assumes that no BAB subsampling has taken place in the encoder.
Having decoded the VOP header information, a decoder knows the VOP size in macroblock units, the VOP coding type, and some additional information relating to the nature of the encoding process. With this knowledge, the decoder begins parsing the macroblock layer bitstream, reconstructing one macroblock after another in a top-to-bottom and left-toright raster scan. Section IV-C discusses how the binary alpha information of each macroblock is reconstructed, but first, it is necessary to introduce the concept of the video packet.
B. Video Packet
In general, a VOP consists of one or more video packets. Within the VOP, a video packet is simply a group of consecutive macroblocks. In the bitstream, video packets are separated by special and unique codewords termed resynchronization markers (RM's). The purpose of the video packet is to support error detection, localization, and bitstream resynchronization at a decoder. A decoder can, more often than not, detect if a video packet is corrupted. If the video packet is corrupted, then the decoder ceases decoding it. It searches for the start of the next video packet in the bitstream (by looking for the RM), and it employs some kind of error-concealment strategy for each of the macroblocks within the corrupted video packet. Decoding resumes at the first macroblock of the next video packet. In this way, the effect of the error is localized to the macroblocks of the corrupted video packet and does not propagate outside causing the decoder to desynchronize again in the next video packet. To allow this approach to work, it is important that the macroblocks of a given video packet are encoded "independently" 6 of other video packets and their related information. This guarantees that a single bit error only affects the decoding of a single video packet.
C. Binary Shape Decoding (Macroblock Layer)
The first bits of each compressed macroblock relate to the BAB. The BAB fields must be decoded and the reconstructed BAB formed before it is attempted to decode the YUV-related information of the macroblock. The BAB fields and syntax are given in Table II and are described in detail within this section. The first field of the BAB syntax is the bab_type. This variablelength field tells the decoder what methods to employ in order to reconstruct this BAB. There are seven modes in total, as listed in Table III . As may be noted, for intracoded binary alpha maps, there are only three applicable modes (transparent, opaque, and intra CAE). For intercoded binary alpha maps, all seven modes may be used. Fig. 7 summarizes the decoder flow for each of the listed modes. Each decoder step is now described in detail.
1) Bab_Type Decoding:
To ascertain the decoding mode for a given BAB, the decoder uses a VLC table. However, the choice of VLC table depends on the modes of the BAB's previously decoded. The coding of mode information in video encoders is normally very straightforward, and this context-switched VLC approach might appear to some to be unwarranted. However, the shape coding mode information makes up a significant percentage of the overall bit rate for shape, and there is a certain amount of redundancy between the coding modes of adjacent BAB's. Thus, it is possible to combat the high overhead by exploiting these redundancies.
In an intracoded binary alpha map, there are three BAB coding modes possible as indicated in Table III . The coding mode for the current BAB is obtained using one of 81 different VLC tables. The VLC table is selected by an index computed according to the following expression:
where and relate to the bab_type of those BAB's adjacent to the current BAB as shown in Fig. 8 . The values of and are given by the value of the bab_type, as given in Table III (left-most column), minus two. The exception to this is when any of the adjacent BAB's are not part of the same video packet as the current BAB. In such cases, the bab_type of the adjacent BAB is assumed to be transparent. 7 This measure allows the decoder to correctly decode the BAB's of the current video packet, irrespective of the presence of errors in previous video packets.
For intercoded shape in P-VOP's and B-VOP's, there are a total of seven possible bab_types, and the same coding principles apply. The decoder chooses one of seven different VLC tables to implement the decoding. The chosen VLC table depends on the bab_type of the BAB that is collocated with the current BAB in the reference VOP. As an example, take the second BAB on the second row of BAB's. To decode the bab_type, the decoder must have stored the bab_types of the reference VOP in memory. In this memory, it references the bab_type of the second BAB on the second row. The value of this bab_type indicates which VLC table to use for decoding the current bab_type. This is a reasonably simple scheme that pays great dividends by saving large numbers of bits. This is so because quite often the way of coding a particular BAB does not change from VOP to VOP. For example, if a VOP is not moving very much, then it is highly probable that BAB's will be encoded with the no update modes for the duration of that inactive period. The VLC tables are designed to use the shortest code for the most likely bab_types given the reference bab_type. There is a slight complication in this decoding approach if it happens that the current and reference VOP's have different numbers of BAB's. To guarantee that each BAB in the current VOP has a corresponding BAB in the reference VOP, then the reference VOP must have as many BAB rows and columns as are present in the current VOP. When this is not the case, the decoder artificially increases the number of rows or columns stored as reference by replicating the leftmost column or lowermost row of reference bab_types as necessary.
These context-switched VLC decoding approaches allow an encoder to maximize efficiency, but the methods are less effective when operating within noisy environments. As noted for the intramode case, the constraints of the video packet are obeyed, but this inevitably lessens efficiency. However, in the intermode case, the constraints of the video packet are actually violated. The bab_type in an intermode shape is coded with reference to the bab_type in the reference VOP and hence, errors may propagate in time, causing video packets to be dropped by the decoder up until the next VOP with intracoded shape. The intermode bab_type coding is one of the reasons why it is necessary to use intermode shape sparingly when the bitstream is subject to high error rates.
2) MV Decoding and Motion Compensation: In VOP's with intermode coded shape, the decoder expects to encounter BAB's that have been coded by motion compensation. For such BAB's, the decoder must first reconstruct the motion vector that is to be used in the motion compensation. This motion vector is referred to in the specifications as MVS (motion vector for shape) and it is separate from the motion vector used for texture motion compensation. The MVS is reconstructed by predictive decoding as follows: where MVPS is the predictor and MVDS is the difference lying in the range [ 16, 16] . The motion vector difference MVDS is either given as zero by the bab_type (as is the case for bab_type ) or decoded from the two subsequent VLC bitstream fields following the bab_type; see Table II .
The motion vector predictor MVPS is taken from a list of candidate motion vectors. As indicated in Fig. 9 , the list of candidate motion vectors includes the shape motion vectors from the three BAB's adjacent to the current BAB as well as the texture motion vectors associated with the three adjacent texture blocks. 8 The decoder searches this list of candidates in a predefined order, i.e., MVS MVS MVS MV MV MV and sets the MVPS to be equal to the first defined motion vector encountered. The candidate MVS is defined if the bab_type of the corresponding BAB is zero, one, five, or six and it is undefined otherwise. The texture candidate MV is undefined if the corresponding 8 8 block is part of a transparent macroblock and it is defined in all other cases by a procedure called vector padding; see [1] . If a half-pixel texture vector is chosen as the predictor, then its value is truncated. Of course, any candidates residing outside the current video packet are treated as undefined. Note that if the decoder fails to find a defined motion vector, the MVPS is set to (0,0).
For motion compensation, the current VOP and the reference VOP are aligned on the same coordinate system using the spatial reference coordinates defined in the VOP header and as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The reconstructed MVS relates to this absolute coordinate system and tells the decoder the location of the BAB prediction in the reference VOP. In the no update coding modes, this BAB prediction is copied by the decoder and placed into the reconstructed VOP shape memory at the location of the current BAB. For no-update BAB's, this concludes the decoding process for the BAB. If an update is required, then the decoder uses the BAB prediction to reconstruct the BAB by intermode context-based arithmetic decoding.
3) Context-Based Arithmetic Decoding: The context-based arithmetic decoder works in a similar way to that used in JBIG. The decoder uses two templates as depicted in Fig. 5 . The first template is the same as the JBIG template, and this is used for BAB's coded in intra-CAE mode. The second template is used for inter-CAE decoding, and by including five pixels from the motion-compensated BAB, it is designed to exploit temporal correlation. The intra and inter contexts are computed by assembling the binary values of the template pixels within a 10-and 9-bit integer, respectively, such that and When computing contexts for pixels that are close to the edge of the BAB, it may happen that pixels outside the BAB are referenced. This may be observed by overlaying the templates on the current BAB, as shown in Fig. 6 . The regions outside the current BAB are labeled with the letters A, B, C, D, and U. For the region ABCD, the pixels may be either outside the bounding box of the VOP or outside the current video packet. In either case, the referenced pixels are treated as transparent pixels. In other cases, where these referenced pixels are inside the VOP and inside the current video packet, then their values are used in context computation. If, however, the referenced pixel lies in the U region, then the decoder cannot possibly know the pixel value due to the fact that the pixel lies in the next BAB and is thus not decoded yet. In such circumstances, the unknown values are extrapolated from the first pixel to the left that has a known value. Please note that when using intermode CAE, the template contains pixels from the reference VOP. Just like the intermode bab_type decoding, this breaks the video packet rule. Should the referenced pixels be in error, the decoder will not be able to properly parse the bitstream for the current VOP and will be forced to signal an error even though the bitstream section being parsed is uncorrupted.
Just prior to the arithmetic code, a BAB bitstream may contain a short variable-length field called conv_ratio. As explained earlier, conv_ratio relates to the subsampling factor used at the encoder prior to encoding the BAB. This allows the decoder to figure out how many pixels are to be decoded by the arithmetic decoder. The arithmetic decoder must reconstruct a 4 4 pixel block if the subsampling factor is four, an 8 8 pixel block if the factor is two, and a 16 16 pixel block if the factor is one. Unfortunately, to allow the context computation while reconstructing subsampled BAB's, the border areas B and D in Fig. 6 must be subsampled before the BAB decoding begins. For example, the border B contains two lines of 16 pixels, and it must be subsampled such that each line contains only 16/conv_ratio pixels. In addition, for intermode CAE decoding, the motion-compensated BAB and its border areas must also be subsampled by conv_ratio. This normative subsampling procedure uses a simple majority-based rule and may be studied in detail within the specifications [1] .
Whatever measures are taken to ensure that the correct context number is computed for each pixel, the use of the context number is always the same. The context number is used to access a probability table. There are two probability tables: one storing the intramode probabilistic model and the other storing the intermode probabilistic model. These models are denoted in array notation by P_INTER [1024] and P_INTER[512], respectively. To illustrate the probability table structure, P_INTRA [5] is a 16-bit number, normalized to the range [0,65535] and representing the probability that a pixel is transparent given an intra context number of five. Note that the tables need only store the probability that the pixel is transparent since the probability that the pixel is opaque is easily deduced from it. An interesting contrast with JBIG is that the probability tables used in MPEG-4 are fixed rather than adaptive. The reason for this relates again to the provision on an error-resilient bitstream. As explained previously, the MPEG-4 syntax structure is designed to allow resynchronization following a bitstream error, and hence, it is important that an error in one VOP or one video packet does not cause further syntactic decoder errors in future VOP's or video packets. This structure implies that an adaptive arithmetic coder must reinitialize its probability model at the start of each VOP and each video packet. Otherwise, a bitstream error in one VOP will cause the probability table at the decoder to become different and remain different to that used at the encoder and thereby inhibit correct decoding. The problem with frequently reinitializing an adaptive probability model in this manner is that the model never really converges, and hence there is no advantage in using the adaptive approach. Thus, a standard fixed model binary arithmetic coding approach is used. However, the fact that a standard arithmetic coding approach results in a random stream of zeros and ones implies an additional measure as discussed below.
An MPEG-4 bitstream contains several start codes for delineating important sections of the bitstream, i.e., the start of a VOP header, the start of a video packet. These codes allow the decoder to stop decoding at one point in the bitstream, skip specified sections of the bitstream, and restart the decoding at some further point. The decoder uses this kind of mechanism when a bitstream error is encountered. In such cases, the decoder will skip to the end of the current video packet and resume decoding at the start of the next one. Because the decoder must be able to recognize a start code as a unique pattern of bits, it is forbidden to emulate start codes by any other combination of fields in the bitstream. Start codes are usually prefixed by a long sequence of zeros followed by a one. In most cases, there are 23 consecutive zeros, but there are exceptions such as the resynchronization marker, which can be prefixed by anything from 15 to 21 zeros, and the motion marker (see [1] ), which contains a run of 11 zeros. To avoid any such emulations, the arithmetic encoder uses a bitstuffing algorithm. This is designed such that the arithmetic code begins with no more than three consecutive zeros and ends with no more than two consecutive zeros. In addition, the bit stuffing ensures that the arithmetic code may not contain any more than ten consecutive zeros within it. These steps taken at the encoder guarantee that the combination of the arithmetic code with any other adjacent code will not cause an emulation pattern. The only extra requirement for a decoder is that it must be able to detect and remove these stuffed bits. For instance, when the decoder encounters three zeros at the start of the arithmetic code, it reads the next bit. If its value is one, then it is discarded and decoding continues with the following bits. On the other hand, if it is yet another zero, then the decoder signals that a bitstream error has been detected.
When the BAB has been reconstructed from the arithmetic code, it may be a 4 4, 8 8, or 16 16 pixel block. If it is not a 16 16 block, then upsampling is required. The spatial phase relationship between the pixels of an 8 8 reconstructed BAB and those of the upsampled 16 16 BAB is specified in Fig. 10 . The upsampling algorithm is described as a decisionbased algorithm in the video specification. However, this may be implemented as a table-based algorithm involving a context computation followed by a table lookup. 9 The 12-bit context C is computed from the pixels indicated in Fig. 11 10 and it is used to access a 4096 4 bit table. The 4-bit entry pointed to by the context gives the binary values of the four upsampled pixels , as shown in Fig. 11 . Note once again that special treatment is required in the vicinity of the BAB edges. For pixels referenced to the left of and above the current BAB, the subsampled borders previously used in the CAE decoding are reused. For pixels referenced to the right of and below the current BAB, the values are given by replicating the edge pixels of the current BAB. In addition, pixels outside the VOP bounding box or outside the current video packet are assumed to be transparent with a zero value. The described upsampling process is designed for 2 : 1 upsampling and is used for converting from an 8 8 BAB to a 16 16 BAB. If the decoded BAB is 4 4 in size, then the upsampling process is applied twice in succession. 9 The video specification does not suggest the above implementation. Nevertheless, it can be seen that such an implementation is quite suitable. 10 The pixels may be assembled in any order to make up the context, provided that the lookup table is ordered correspondingly and provided that overall combination of context and table yields the same upsampling result as the decision-based algorithm. The final decoding step involves transposing the 16 16 BAB. As discussed in Section III-B, CAE may be applied to the BAB pixels in a horizontal or vertical raster order. Thus, if indicated by the BAB scan_type flag, then the decoded BAB is transposed (as if dealing with a 16 16 matrix) before being stored in the reconstructed alpha map memory.
D. Texture Decoding (Macroblock Layer)
The standard methods of video decoding are reasonably well known, and in decoding a rectangular MPEG-4 video object, the macroblock texture decoding process is very similar to those used in MPEG-2 and H.263. This section merely highlights the main aspects of this texture decoding process, which are modified and/or need further specification when dealing with arbitrarily shaped objects.
The first basic point to note is that, for a given macroblock, the binary shape component is the first component to be reconstructed and the texture content of the macroblock's bitstream depends to a great extent on the reconstructed shape information. For example, a video object may contain one or more macroblocks that are totally transparent. No texture information is included in the bitstream for transparent macroblocks. Second, at the block level, the decoded BAB may be such that the macroblock, while not totally transparent, does have one or more transparent 8 8 blocks. This has two implications on the content of the bitstream. First, for intercoded macroblocks using the four-motion vector mode (where each of the 8 8 blocks has an associated motion vector), motion vectors associated with transparent luminance blocks are not transmitted. Second, the decoding of the luminance coded block pattern (CBPY) is dependent on the number of transparent blocks within the macroblock. In this way, the bitstream does not carry any DCT coefficients for transparent blocks. Thus, the presence of transparent blocks and macroblocks affects the bitstream content in a reasonably simple way.
The second basic point to note is that in reconstructing the macroblock texture, there is significant use made of information associated with previously decoded blocks and macroblocks. In the case where these reference blocks and macroblocks are transparent, then no information exists that may be used for predictive purposes. MPEG-4 specifies several conventions or methods for dealing with the absence of predictive information. Some examples of this nature follow.
First, to improve the coding efficiency of intracoded macroblocks using the DCT, a technique (intra-dc prediction) exists by which the dc coefficient of the current 8 8 block may be predictively coded. The dc coefficient is predicted from the dc coefficient in the block directly above it or the block directly to the left of it. MPEG-4 specifies the value of the dc coefficient of any transparent block to be used in this predictive scheme.
Second, in decoding a given inter macroblock in -or -VOP's, motion compensation is performed by copying a block of pixels from the reference VOP. The block of pixels is called the motion-compensated macroblock, and it is made up of luminance and chrominance pixels. When dealing with arbitrarily shaped objects and motion compensation, a problem arises from the fact that there may be transparent pixels within the reference VOP. If these transparent pixels form part of a motion-compensated macroblock, then what value should they be given? To answer this, MPEG-4 specifies a padding procedure to place values on transparent pixels in the reference VOP.
Third, motion vector prediction is a part the texture decoding algorithm. The motion vector for a given block is decoded with reference to the motion vectors in neighboring blocks. The presence of transparent blocks and macroblocks introduces complications. Specifically, the question arises as to what to do when a neighboring block or macroblock is transparent. Is the candidate motion vector defined for those cases, and if so, what value should the candidate vector have? To answer this, MPEG-4 specifies a motion vector padding procedure and other conventions to deal with this difficulty.
These examples have only highlighted the difficulties of using predictive coding techniques in the presence of transparent blocks and macroblocks. While, MPEG-4 specifies conventions to deal with each of these cases, space does not allow for any detailed account of them in this paper.
V. ENCODING CONSIDERATIONS
This section covers information that is not a normative part of the standard but that is necessary to know if implementing systems based on or dependent upon the production of suitable MPEG-4 content and in particular content involving arbitrarily shaped video objects. The following subsections serve to pass on whatever encoding experience has been gained during the development of the MPEG-4 standard. The information can be used to help with the design of efficient encoders or to help a user properly use an efficient encoder for his/her particular circumstance.
Some of the important points within this section are supported by rate-distortion graphs as obtained from simulations using a software implementation 11 of the MPEG-4 Video Verification Model. In these rate-distortion graphs, the rate is given as the average number of bits to encode a VOP, and the distortion is given as either the combined-channel peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) (for texture/YUV distortion) or Dn (a shape distortion measure). The combined-channel PSNR for an pixel image in 4 : 2 : 0 format is given by the equation at the bottom of the next page, and the shape distortion measure is expressed as Dn of mismatched pixels in the reconstructed VOP of opaque pixels in the original VOP where implies the average over all VOP's in the video object. Dn may be expressed as a fraction or a percentage figure. Finally, some of the video objects used for the presentation of results are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 12 .
A. General Remarks on Shape Bit Rates
Shape bit rate is made up of bits for the bab_type, bits for the motion vector difference, bits for coding parameters conv_ratio and scan_type, and bits used for the arithmetic code generated by the CAE encoder. The shortest codes that can represent a binary alpha block are 1-2 bits in length. These short codes are applicable when the block is coded as fully transparent, fully opaque, or with the not-coded mode (this code is only very short if the motion vector difference is zero and no motion vector difference is transmitted). For such blocks, the code is made up merely of the bab_type. On the other hand, coded blocks using CAE may typically require between 10 and 60 bits in total. Generally, the number of coded blocks increases in proportion with the number of border blocks, i.e., blocks that are neither fully transparent nor fully opaque. Thus, shape bit rate also increases in proportion with the number of border blocks.
For small objects, the block size of 16 16 is comparable with the dimensions of the object's bounding box. Thus, for small objects, one would expect that the number of border blocks is large in relative terms, and consequently that the average bit usage per block is also large. For larger objects where 16 16 blocks are small in comparison with the dimensions of the bounding box, one would expect the percentage of border blocks to decrease, and in turn, the average bit rate per block figure is also reduced. In objects where the percentage of border blocks is small, i.e., 20%, then the shape bit rate is generally small with respect to the texture bit rate. While this rule is not applicable to all objects, the reader should be aware that it does cover most commonly shaped objects. For objects in this category, it has been observed that the shape bit rate constitutes 5-15% of the overall bit rate for the object under common encoding conditions. 12 The graphs in Figs. 13-15 support this point. These graphs compare the overall bit rate to the shape bit rate for three separate video objects. The video objects are coded at 10 Hz without any periodic intra refreshes for shape or texture, and the DCT coefficients are quantized with a step size of 12. For the Weather (QCIF) object, the overall bit rate is approximately 20 kbits/s, and the shape bit rate ranges from 1 to 3 kbits/s. A similar breakdown is observed in the case of the Kids (SIF) object. The Logo (SIF) object shows slightly higher shape bit-rate percentages. This is due to the simplicity of the texture and relative complexity of the shape. Nevertheless, the shape bit rate is no higher than 22% of the overall bit rate.
This remark is made in order to place the shape coding bit rate in context and to suggest that beyond the implementation of some general set of good practice guidelines, there may very well be little benefit in expending large efforts in the minimization of the shape bit rate. This is especially true in high-bit-rate applications ( 2 Mbits/s).
B. Shape Preprocessing Stages
One of the main functions of a preprocessing stage should be noise removal. Due to imperfections in the capture process, it can happen that the binary alpha component of the source video contains noise that if faithfully encoded could increase the shape and texture bit rate considerably. What does this binary noise imply in terms of shape and texture coding efficiency? One very simple implication is that there are less coherent binary alpha blocks: a coherent block is defined as fully transparent and fully opaque alpha blocks. In terms of the shape encoding algorithm, coherent alpha blocks require only a single short codeword to represent them, whereas incoherent alpha blocks, defined as alpha blocks containing both opaque and transparent pixels, could conceivably require the full coded shape representation including an arithmetic code. Due to Fig. 13 . The video object Weather (girl) was encoded and the results graphed above. The graph plots the total bit rate and the bit rate exclusively for shape against the shape distortion measure Dn. The bit-rate and distortion figures are averaged over all the VOP's in the sequence. these facts, the presence of noise can increase the code shape rate considerably. Of course, another implication of noise in the binary alpha component is that incoherent alpha blocks become even more incoherent and the shape bit rates also increase.
The noise, by reducing the number of transparent alpha blocks, also contributes to increasing the texture bit rate. Remember that transparent macroblocks and blocks have no associated texture bit rate. By adding a single noisy opaque pixel to a transparent macroblock, the texture encoder is forced PSNR Fig. 15 . Same as Fig. 13 except that the coded object is Logo.
to encode the macroblock in terms of mode information and possibly even motion vectors and DCT coefficients. Naturally, this results in a very undesirable waste of valuable bit rate.
Clearly, noise in the binary alpha component of the source video object is something to avoid. Preprocessing filters should be applied to remove as much noise as possible without overly degrading the source. For this purpose, connected morphological open and close filters [17] as well as binary median filters can prove useful. This is an essential step in ensuring that the encoding process is not compromised. It is especially relevant if the binary shape encoder is configured in lossless mode since then there is no noise removal inherent in the coding algorithm. Even if the encoder is configured in lossy mode whereby some noise is inherently removed in the coding process, it is still better and safer to directly target harmful forms of noise in a preprocessing stage.
Another useful function of the preprocessing stage is in defining the bounding box that encloses the VOP to be coded. One obvious criterion is that the bounding box should be sized such that the number of macroblocks to be encoded is minimized. Another, maybe less obvious but more important criterion arises out of the observation that the positioning of the top-left corner of the bounding box dictates how the VOP will be partitioned into macroblocks and DCT blocks. Very often, a clever location of the bounding box can reduce the number of nontransparent 8 8 pixel blocks. This can save bits in the coding of motion vectors and DCT coefficients during texture coding.
C. DCT Block Padding for Texture and Gray-Level Alpha Coding
At the core of the texture encoder is the ubiquitous 8 8 DCT. When applying this 8 8 transform to blocks that are at the border of the object, a question arises regarding the YUV values to be given to the transparent pixels within the block. One answer to this question is that it simply does not matter. The transparent pixels can be given arbitrary luminance or chrominance values, the DCT can be performed, and at the decoder, following the IDCT, these arbitrarily valued pixels will be discarded anyway. So who cares? It is true enough that conformance to the standard does not imply any convention in the evaluation of these transparent pixels. However, the luminance values and chrominance values placed on the transparent pixels do have an effect on the DCT coefficients. Attributing arbitrary values to the transparent pixels is certain to introduce large high-frequency components within the block and thus increase the code lengths used for representing the DCT coefficients. For that reason, it is advisable to take some care in this area.
The basic intention should be to use YUV values that are consistent with the YUV values of the opaque pixels such as to avoid introducing high-frequency components. During the MPEG-4 core experiments, 13 a very simple method called low-pass extrapolation was found to work well. This involves taking the average of all the luminance/chrominance values over all the opaque pixels of the block. All transparent pixels are given this average value. Finally, a simple filter is applied in a recursive manner to each of the transparent pixels in a top-to-bottom, left-to-right raster scan. The filter is described by the following:
where is the pixel value at the coordinate . Once this filtering has been completed, the 8 8 DCT transform is applied. An identical technique can be applied when performing the DCT on gray-level alpha blocks. This padding procedure or some similar method should certainly be used for intracoded DCT blocks. For intercoded DCT blocks, a simpler approach setting all the transparent pixels to zero should be satisfactory. Note that this padding procedure should be based on the original binary alpha block rather than the reconstructed alpha block.
D. VOP-Level Encoding Considerations
On the VOP level, there are decisions to be made on whether the VOP shape is to be coded in intra or inter mode. In general, intermode coding should be used as much as possible because it is almost always more efficient than intramode coding. The graphs in Figs. 16-18 compare the intramode shape rate with the intermode shape rate over a number of distortion levels. The results show that the Logo object benefits most from the intermode. This is because the motion of this object is very rigid. Indeed, the object is still for a significant portion of the sequence. In contrast, the Kids object exhibits very fast and flexible motion that frequently defies effective motion compensation. The result is that using the intermode makes much smaller savings.
Although intermode shape coding is generally more efficient, intramode coding is useful and necessary in some cases. In I-VOP's, the intra mode must be used. Furthermore, the error resilience of the overall bitstream is enhanced by the use of intramode shape coding. There is nothing new in this. Indeed, periodic intraframe refresh is used in most video bitstreams. It has the effect of regularly restoring video quality by terminating the propagation of picture errors in time. However, an MPEG-4 bitstream containing shape information has different characteristics to one that does not contain shape information. While it is normally enough to set the refresh rate to 1 : 10, i.e., one in every ten VOP's is encoded in intramode, the shape information generally calls for a higher refresh rate. This conclusion was arrived at while evaluating the MPEG-4 coding algorithm, whereby several independent experiments were carried out over a range of bit rates, error conditions, and object sources. The practical reasons for this conclusion have already been explained in Section IV-C. For illustrative purposes, an example is now presented. The Weather object was encoded with three different shape refresh rates i.e., 1 : 1, 1 : 3 and 1 : 5. Thus, the first coding method applies intramode shape coding to all VOP's, the second method uses intramode shape coding to every third VOP, and the third method uses intramode shape coding to every fifth VOP. The bitstreams, each coded at around 24 kbit/s, were subjected to an error pattern. The error pattern contains random bit errors (BER ) and is very severe. The corrupted bitstreams were applied to a decoder, and the video objects were reconstructed. The motion content of the video object is reasonably simple, and very basic block replacement methods were used in the decoder to conceal shape and texture errors. Two distortion measures were used to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed objects. The combined-channel PSNR was used to quantify the distortion of the and texture components, and the Dn distortion measure (Dn) was used for the shape distortion. The results of this exercise are presented in Fig. 19 . As the shape refresh rate increases, it can be seen that the bit rate increases and distortion decreases. Large shape distortions (i.e., Dn 3%) as observed in the case of the Weather object are really intolerable and should be avoided. As a rule of thumb, it is perhaps advisable to compress every third VOP using intramode shape coding if the bitstream is intended for use in error-prone environments.
Also at the VOP level, it must be decided whether or not the binary alpha blocks are to be subsampled prior to CAE encoding. This decision relates to whether or not it is desirable to encode the shape in a lossy fashion. To allow flexible lossy coding, it is advisable to signal, in the VOP header, that conv_ratio (the subsampling ratio) is present for each and every binary alpha block. This signalling is done by setting the flag change_conv_ratio_disable to zero. Otherwise, the subsampling ratios may not be present at the block layer and no block subsampling may be performed. The advantage of disallowing subsampling is that bits can be saved at the macroblock layer due to the fact that conv_ratio is not present. It makes sense to do this if lossless shape coding is required. Note that lossless or near-lossless shape coding is highly desirable. This is due to the fact that shape distortions are significantly more disturbing than texture distortions.
E. Macroblock-Layer Encoding Decisions
At the macroblock layer, there are a myriad of choices. As discussed in Section IV-C, there are a total of seven coding modes to choose from when encoding a binary alpha block. In addition, there is the task of estimating motion vectors for each block and the determination of suitable values for conv_ratio and scan_type (i.e., whether the block is coded by horizontal or vertical raster scan). The following outlined approach is roughly the same as that used within the MPEG-4 shape coding core experiment process. It is a very effective approach to maximizing coding efficiency but it may also be considered very intensive in terms of computing requirements. Nevertheless, it is useful to present this approach because it exhibits certain important features that should be emulated in every encoder. It is up to each implementation to trade off efficiency against complexity, but it is useful to know the general basis of good decision-making first.
In the presented approach, the coding mode decisions are inextricably linked to the methods used for loss control. That is, the coding mode with the lowest bit rate is chosen provided that the coding mode allows the binary alpha block to be reconstructed within a user-specified distortion threshold. Thus, to begin with, the distortion measure is defined. Given a source block and a reconstructed block, the distortion of the reconstructed block is computed by splitting the 16 16 pixel block into 4 4 pixel blocks and counting the number of mismatched pixels within each of these subblocks. A mismatched pixel is one with a value different to the corresponding pixel in the source block. The distortion measure is obtained from the 4 4 pixel block having the most mismatched pixels. Thus, the distortion measure is a number between zero and 16, where zero means that there are no mismatched pixels in the whole reconstructed alpha block and 16 means that there is at least one 4 4 subblock where all pixels are mismatched. The distortion threshold is merely another number between zero and 16 that specifies the highest allowable distortion for a particular alpha block. In deciding on the coding mode, the motion vector and the subsampling ratio, the distortion associated with each of the options is computed and if it does not meet the allowable distortion level then that option should not be taken. The various decisions and estimation procedures are now outlined.
In the intermode case, a motion vector is estimated for the block. This is done by first computing the motion vector predictor as described in Section IV-C. This constitutes the origin of the search. At the origin, the distortion measure is computed using the source block and the block pointed to by the motion vector predictor, i.e., the motion-compensated block. If the distortion of the motion-compensated block with respect to the source block is within the allowable level, then the search terminates and the motion vector difference is set to zero, accordingly. Otherwise, a block-matching search ensues in a range of 16 pixels about the origin. The motion vector minimizing a specified cost criterion is chosen. This cost criterion should favor short motion vectors since larger motion vectors are very costly from a bit-rate perspective. It should also cause the search to terminate at the smallest motion vector satisfying the specified distortion threshold as this provides the possibility of using a not-coded mode, avoiding the use of CAE coding and the associated bit-rate cost.
For the mode decision, there are a number of phases. First, it is decided that the block is to be coded as one of the following.
• A transparent block (eligible provided that this satisfies the specified distortion threshold).
• An opaque block (eligible provided that this satisfies the specified distortion threshold).
• A not-coded block (eligible provided that the shape may be coded in inter mode and provided that the motion-compensated block satisfies the specified distortion threshold). This means that the block will be coded by motion compensation without CAE coding. • A coded block (eligible in all cases). This means that the block will be coded by CAE. A given block may be eligible for coding by more than one of the above modes, and the decision should be based on minimizing the number of coding bits. It may be assumed that coded blocks use the largest amount of bits, so this option may be treated as a last resort. In discriminating between the other three modes, knowledge of the various VLC code lengths is necessary. An example illustrates the basic idea. A block might be eligible for coding as a transparent block and a not-coded block. A transparent block requires a single -bit VLC. The value of is obtained from the context-based VLC tables used for coding the bab_type as described in Section IV-C. A not-coded block is represented by an -bit VLC for the bab_type and possibly an -bit VLC for the motion vector difference. If is less than , then the transparent block mode is chosen; otherwise the not-coded mode is used.
If any of the first three modes above are chosen then, the decision process is complete. If the coded block mode is chosen, then the next step is to determine the subsampling ratio. Again, the basic idea is to choose the largest subsampling ratio from the set {1,2,4} while remaining within allowable distortion levels. This is performed by first downsampling by two and then upsampling according to the method described in Section IV-C. If the distortion of the upsampled block exceeds the allowable distortion, then the subsampling ratio is set to one. If not, then the subsampled block is once more subsampled by two and then upsampled by four. If this upsampled block is within the bounds of allowable distortion, then the subsampling ratio is set to four and otherwise it is set to two. The downsampling method used during this decision is not normative, and it is only recommended that it is phase compatible with the normative upsampling filter. This phase relationship is defined in Fig. 10 .
Having determined a value for conv_ratio and obtained the corresponding subsampled block, it remains to encode the block using CAE. However, there are still choices to be made vis-à-vis intramode versus intermode CAE and horizontal versus vertical scan (scan_type). The most effective method from a compression point of view is to encode the block using the following four methods, i.e.,
• intra CAE with horizontal scan;
• intra CAE with vertical scan;
• inter CAE with horizontal scan (eligible only in inter shape coding mode); • inter CAE with vertical scan (eligible only in inter shape coding mode); and choose that one with the shortest code. This might be considered a little extreme by some implementers who have limited hardware and software resources. The key is to find simple decision methods that result in minimal loss in coding efficiency. One simple shortcut is to neglect the use of the vertical scan mode. This halves the decision complexity and it is estimated that only a 2-4% increase in shape coding bitrate will be suffered. Also, in this context, it should be noted that intermode CAE is only more effective than intramode CAE when the motion-compensated block is very similar to the block to be coded. Thus, for approving intermode CAE, a simple similarity-based criterion might be applied to the source block and the motion-compensated block. This should be considered especially in cases where the shape bit rate is likely to be small compared to the overall target bit rate.
F. Shape Rate Regulation
It is argued in Section V-A that the shape rate is generally small in comparison with the overall bit rate. The graphs in Figs. 13-15 also illustrate that adjusting the shape rate in such cases has very little effect on the overall bit rate and that the main responsibility for rate control lies firmly in the domain of the texture encoder. However, the truth of this statement diminishes or vanishes altogether under certain conditions.
1) The object may be a "binary shape only" object, thus possessing no texture information. 2) The target bit rate may be low, forcing coarse quantization in the DCT domain, decreasing the texture bit rate, and increasing the proportion of the rate devoted to shape. 3) The source object's texture content may be very simple, e.g., consisting of just one color, making the texture bit rate very small.
4) The source object's shape may be very complex, e.g., possessing many disjoint pieces, holes, and jagged contours, making the shape bit rate very high. In the above cases, the shape bit rate could cause the overall rate to rise such that the texture encoder regulation scheme becomes overly stressed. Thus, there is a general need to regulate the shape encoder as well as the texture encoder. Shape rate regulation may be enabled through the use of the distortion threshold. In the encoder decision mechanism described in the previous section, the setting of the threshold has an effect on the coding modes and on the determination of conv_ratio. If the allowable distortion level is low, then there will be a high percentage of coded blocks, the subsampling factors will be low, and the shape bit rate will be high. If the allowable distortion level is high, then many blocks that would originally have been coded by CAE are now coded as not-coded blocks or transparent or opaque blocks. In addition, the subsampling factors for the coded blocks are allowed to be higher. All this results in lowering the shape bit rate.
The distortion threshold can be set on a block-by-block basis, and it costs nothing in terms of bit rate to change it at every new block. A simple buffer-controlled scheme can be envisaged by which the distortion threshold is adapted to the buffer fullness.
VI. SUMMARY
An overview of the MPEG-4 specifications for the compression of arbitrarily shaped video objects has been presented. The emphasis has been on the aspects of these specifications that are significantly different to those of MPEG-2 and H.263. In particular, the binary shape syntax has been explained and the decoding methods outlined in considerable detail with special attention given to the underlying motivations for the specifications. The effects of the shape information on the texture representation and decoding methods have also been described. In addition to the coverage of the specifications, this paper has paid due attention to the encoding methods that are not fully specified by MPEG-4. Preprocessing issues have been highlighted and methods for making shape mode decisions, performing motion estimation, and regulating shape bit rate have been considered. Simulation results have illustrated certain important points to help with evaluating performance tradeoffs involving encoding efficiency, bitstream error resilience, and implementation choices. For instance, it has been indicated that in the most common cases, shape bit rate is small in comparison to the total video object bit rate. It has also been pointed out that intermode shape coding is particularly sensitive to bitstream errors and that it is wise to use frequent intramode shape refreshes if transmitting over noisy channels.
The specifications covered in this paper relate to the first version of MPEG-4. With respect to arbitrarily shaped video objects, these specifications standardize a highly efficient syntax that supports a basic level of essential functionality, e.g., object-based content access and error resilience. A second version of MPEG-4 is also scheduled. This will provide enhanced functionality in terms of spatial scalability and im-proved coding efficiency for arbitrarily shaped video objects in interlaced format. It is expected to see the shape representation as described in this paper further extended for these purposes.
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